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ABSTRACT: Determination of the binding speciﬁcity of SH3 domain, a peptide
recognition module (PRM), is important to understand their biological functions
and reconstruct the SH3-mediated protein−protein interaction network. In the
present study, the SH3-peptide interactions for both class I and II SH3 domains
were characterized by the intermolecular residue−residue interaction network. We
developed generic MIEC-SVM models to infer SH3 domain-peptide recognition
speciﬁcity that achieved satisfactory prediction accuracy. By investigating the
domain−peptide recognition mechanisms at the residue level, we found that the
class-I and class-II binding peptides have diﬀerent binding modes even though they
occupy the same binding site of SH3. Furthermore, we predicted the potential
binding partners of SH3 domains in the yeast proteome and constructed the SH3mediated protein−protein interaction network. Comparison with the experimentally determined interactions conﬁrmed the eﬀectiveness of our approach.
This study showed that our sophisticated computational approach not only
provides a powerful platform to decipher protein recognition code at the molecular level but also allows identiﬁcation of peptidemediated protein interactions at a proteomic scale. We believe that such an approach is general to be applicable to other
domain−peptide interactions.
KEYWORDS: protein recognition code, molecular interaction energy component (MIEC), support vector machine (SVM),
molecular dynamics, MM/GBSA, binding interface
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domains.14−24 For example, the SH3-SPOT method builds a
position-speciﬁc contact frequency matrix (PSCFM) based on
the protein−peptide contacts in numerous SH3/peptide crystal
structures and the probability that a peptide would bind to the
given SH3 domain is then calculated based on the PSCFM.14
Improved versions of this approach have also been developed
by using machine-learning algorithms, such as artiﬁcial neural
network (ANN) and support vector machine (SVM), to
analyze the contact matrix.15,19,20,22 The contact-based
approach does not quantitatively characterize the residue−
residue interactions between peptide and SH3. It is also limited
by the huge number of possible combinations of contact
residue pairs that cannot be well sampled by the relatively small
available SH3-peptide interaction pairs. Alternatively, molecular
modeling techniques, such as molecular docking, molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations and free energy calculation, can
quantitatively predict the SH3-peptide binding.17,19−21 These
structure-based approaches do not train models for a speciﬁc

INTRODUCTION
Protein−protein interactions (PPI) are essential for cellular
functions and often mediated by interactions between modular
domains and peptides.1 The SH3 domain is abundant in the
proteomes2 and plays crucial functional roles in many proteins,
especially signaling and cytoskeletal proteins.3 SH3 domains are
about 60 residues long and with a structure characterized by a
ﬁve-stranded antiparallel β-barrel.4−6 Clustered aromatic
residues form a hydrophobic site on its surface recognizing
∼10-residue-long peptides with a PXXP core motif (P
represents proline and X represents any amino acid) that has
a left-handed polyproline type II (PPII) helical conformation.7
Peptide ligands can bind to SH3 domains in two opposite
orientations, conforming to either class-I ([R/K]XXPXXP) or
class-II (PXXPX[R/K]) consensus motif, respectively.6,8
Identiﬁcation of the binding peptides of SH3 domains is a
crucial step toward understanding the SH3-mediated protein−
protein interaction network. Peptide library or peptide array are
often exploited to identify SH3-binding peptides.9−13 Computational approaches have also been developed to identify the
peptide segments in proteins that are potentially bound by SH3
© 2012 American Chemical Society
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previous work.19,20 For SH3 domains without experimental
nonbinders, because the percentage of a random peptide being
binder is small, we randomly selected 10-residue-long peptides
as nonbinders from the Swiss-Prot database26 using two motifs:
half nonbinders with the PXXP motif and half nonbinders with
a more speciﬁc motif ((Y/W/F/M)XXPXXP for Abl, (Y/W/F/
M)XXPXXP for Bzz1_1 and Bzz1_2, and (R/K)XXPXXP for
the rest). In total, there were 491 binders and 9820 nonbinders
for the class-I peptides (Table S1 in the Supporting
Information).

system, but the performance of such calculations often relies on
long simulations required for accurately modeling the domainpeptide complex structures and calculating the binding
aﬃnities.
To overcome these hurdles, we have developed a method
called MIEC-SVM19,20 that uses molecular interaction energy
components (MIECs) to characterize the residue−residue
interaction pattern between peptide and SH3. SVM is then
trained on the MIECs to classify peptides into binder or
nonbinder class. Previously, we conducted a proof-of-concept
study on 18 SH3 domains binding to the class-I peptides and
illustrated the usefulness of the MIEC-SVM technique in
deciphering protein recognition code. In the present study, we
further improved this method and developed a generic MIECSVM model to infer the binding speciﬁcities of the SH3
domains recognizing the class-II peptides. We then updated the
model for the class-I peptide binding SH3 domains by
considering additional binding data and energetic components
to be consistent with the class-II peptide model. The two
MIEC-SVM models clearly illustrated that the SH3 recognition
codes for the two classes of binding peptides are diﬀerent
because the important residues for these two types of binding
peptides are not completely identical.
To further illustrate the power of our approach, we tackled
an important but challenging problem of constructing protein
interaction networks mediated by domain-peptide binding. We
predicted the interacting partners of the yeast SH3 domains
using the generic MIEC-SH3 models in the yeast proteome and
assembled these interactions into a SH3-mediated protein−
protein interaction network. Our predictions correlated well
with the experimental measurements using yeast two-hybrid,
peptide array and phase display. The energetic analysis for each
interacting domain−peptide pair provides molecular insights
into the formation of protein interaction network, which is
complementary to the high throughput approach that only
determines a wired diagram. We expect such a structure-based
approach will become increasingly useful in understanding
protein recognition and constructing protein interaction
network with the fast advancement of structure genomics and
proteomics.

■

2. Data Set for the Class-II Binding Peptides

In this study, 16 SH3 domains recognizing the class-II peptides
were considered: Amph, Asp2, Bbc1, Boi1, Boi2, Crk, Grb2,
Lsb1, Lsb3, Lsb4, Pig1, Pin3, Rvs167, Sh3g2, Src8 and c-Src
(see Table S2 for details, Supporting Information). The 10residue-long binding peptides for these domains were collected
from literature.9,10,25,27 For a binding peptide with 9 residues,
similar to class-I peptides, 5 peptides were randomly generated
by adding 1 amino acid to make it 10-residues long. The
binding peptides less than 9 residues were ignored.
Same as the class-I nonbinding peptides, the ratio of
nonbinders versus binders for the class-II SH3 domains was
also set to 20. For Amph, Boi1, Boi2, Lsb3, Lsb4, Rvs167,
Rvs167 and Sh3g2, the nonbinders given by experiments were
included in the data set.10 For each SH3 domain without
experimental nonbinder, ten-residue-long peptides randomly
selected from the Swiss-Prot database were used as nonbinders:
half nonbinders with the PXXP motif and half nonbinders with
the PXXPX(R/K) motif. In total, there were 599 binders and
11980 nonbinders for the class-II peptides (Table S2 in the
Supporting Information).
3. Modeling the Class-I SH3-Peptide Complexes

Among the 23 class-I SH3 domains, ﬁve of them, including Abl
(PDB entry: 1bbz),28 c-Src (1qwf),29 Hck (2oi3),30 Fyn
(1fyn)5 and Sho1 (2vkn),31 had crystal structures complexed
with class-I peptides; two of them, including Grb2 (1gbq)32
and Spta2 (2pqh),33 had crystal complex structures with class-II
peptides; 13 of them had protein crystal structures only
(without binding peptides): Itk (1awj),34 Lyn (1w1f),35 Myo3
(1ruw),36 Myo5 (1yp5),37 Nbp2 (1yn8),38 P85a (1pht),39
Sla1_3 (2jt4),40 Yes (2hda),41 Lsb3 (1oot),42 Ysc84 (2a08),31
Pex13 (1jqq),43 Bzz1_1 (1zuu),31 and Bzz1_2 (2a28).31 For
the rest SH3 domains, including Hse1, Rvs167 and Boi1, no
crystal structure was available and thus homology modeling was
used to model their structures from the scratch. The homology
models for Rvs167 and Boi1 reported in our previous work
were used here.20 The templates in PDB which had the high
sequence similarities with Hse1 were searched by Blast protocol
in Discovery Studio.44 Because we could not ﬁnd a single
template with high sequence similarity with Hse1, 13 templates
were used in comparative homology modeling. The sequence
and structure alignment were performed using Align sequence
with structure protocol in Discovery Studio, and the homology
model was constructed using Build homology models protocol in
Discovery Studio. Next, the modeled Hse1 structure was
immersed in a sphere of water molecules with harmonic
restraint and minimized with the CHARMM force ﬁeld45 using
Minimization protocol in Discovery Studio. The quality of the
modeled Hse1 structure was veriﬁed by Proﬁle-3D46 (score =
22.6, expected high score = 29.2 and expect low score = 13.1)
in Discovery Studio.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

1. Data Set for the Class-I Binding Peptides

We studied 23 SH3 domains recognizing class-I peptides: Abl,
Boi1, Bzz1_1, Bzz1_2, Fyn, Grb2, Hck, Hse1, Itk, Lsb3, Lyn,
Myo3, Myo5, Nbp2, P85a, Pex13, Rvs167, Sla1_3, Spta2, c-Src,
Sho1, Yes and Ysc84 (see Table S1 for details, Supporting
Information). The class-I binding peptides for these SH3
domains were collected from literature.9−12,25 All but ﬁve of
these domains were included in our previous study:20 Bzz1_1,
Bzz1_2, Hse1, Pex13 and Sho1. All peptides were ten-residuelong. If a binding peptide only had nine residues, for example,
PTYPPPPPP for the Abl SH3 domain, we randomly generated
5 peptides by adding 1 amino acid to make it 10-residues long.
We assumed that the added residues would not drastically
change the binding speciﬁcity of these peptides. We ignored the
known binding peptides less than 9 residues.
The experimentally determined nonbinders for Boi2, Lsb3,
Myo5, Rvs167 and Ysc84 were included.10 Because the ratio
between nonbinders and binders of a SH3 domain is about 20
in a given proteome,10 we had to include additional nonbinder
peptides to mimic this scenario in the data set, same as in our
2983
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Figure 1. Important positions used to calculate the SH3-peptide MIECs. Asterisks in the ﬁrst line of the multiple sequence alignments show the
important positions for (a) the class-I SH3 domains and (b) the class-II SH3 domains. The alignments are colored according to the consensus
sequence conservation (conservation larger than 20%) using the ClustalX coloring scheme.69 The ﬁgures were generated using Jalview.70

entire system neutral. Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) was
employed to calculate the long-range electrostatic interactions.50 The SHAKE procedure was employed to constrain all
bonds involving hydrogen atoms51 and the time step was 2.0 fs.
In the MD simulations, temperature was gradually increased
from 10 to 300 K during the ﬁrst 20 ps, and the following 2 ns
simulation was for equilibration and data collection. The ﬁnal
snapshot of the MD simulation was optimized by 5000 steps of
MM minimization and the minimized conformation was used
as the template structure for modeling the other peptides in the
data set interacting with the same SH3 domain. After MD
simulations and MM minimizations, the PPII helical conformation of the binding peptide and the important contacts
between SH3 and peptide were retained.

For the 18 SH3 domains having no complex structures with
the class-I binding peptides, each modeled or crystal unbound
SH3 domain was aligned to the 5 SH3 crystal structures
complexed with the class-I binding peptides. Then 1 crystal
complex was chosen as a template based on structural
similarity. The binding peptide in the template complex was
merged into the unbound SH3 and the peptide was mutated to
that of the unbound SH3 using the scap program.47 The
modeled complexes were optimized by 5000 steps of molecular
mechanics (MM) minimizations followed by molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. The MM minimization and MD
simulations were performed using the AMBER10.0 software
package48 and the AMBER03 force ﬁeld.49 The complex was
solvated in a rectangular box that extended 9 Å away from any
solute atom. Counter ions of Na+ were placed near the SH3
domain on a grid based on the Columbic potential to keep the
2984
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4. Modeling the Class-II SH3-Peptide Complexes

with the class-I peptides and correspondingly the MIECs of
these gap positions were set to 0.
The binding free energy between each peptide and SH3 was
decomposed into residue−residue pairs by the MM/GBSA free
energy decomposition protocol19,20,60−63 using the mm_pbsa
program in AMBER10.48 Then the MIECs for each interacting
pair shown in Table S3 in the Supporting Information were
extracted from the decomposition results. The MIECs
included: (a) electrostatic (Columbic) interaction ΔEele, (b)
van der Waals interaction ΔEvdw, (c) polar contribution to
desolvation free energy ΔGGB, (d) nonpolar contribution to
desolvation free energy ΔGSA. The cutoﬀ for calculating ΔEvdw
and ΔEele was set to 18.0 Å. A distance-independent interior
dielectric constant of 1 was used to calculate ΔEele. In the GB
calculations, the charges were taken from the AMBER03 force
ﬁeld and the GB parameters developed by Onufriev and coworkers were used.59 The values of interior dielectric and
exterior dielectric constants in the GB calculations were set to 1
and 80, respectively. The nonpolar contribution to desolvation
was computed based on solvent-accessible surface area (SASA)
using the LCPO method:64 ΔGSA = 0.0072 × ΔSASA.
We also calculated the four MIECs for the 9 adjacent residue
pairs of the 10-residue long peptides and internal energies of
each peptide residue to reﬂect the conformational preference of
the peptide. In total, for each peptide MIECs of 84 (= 75 + 9)
residue−residue pairs and 10 peptide residues were represented
by a MIEC vector X. The dimension of X depends on which
energy terms were included in the model. For example, when
only ΔEvdw was considered, the dimension of X was 94; when
all four energy terms were considered, the dimension of X was
376 (= 94 × 4).

In the 16 class-II SH3 domains, four of them, including Crk
(1cka),52 Grb2 (1gbq),32 Pig1 (1ywo),53 and c-Src (1qwe),29
had the crystal structures complexed with the class-II binding
peptides; two of them, including Src8 (2d1x)54 and Bbc1
(1zuk),31 had crystal complexes with the class-I binding
peptides. Five SH3 domains, Asp2 (1ycs),55 Lsb3 (1oot),42
Ysc84 (2a08),31 Pin3 (1zx6)31 and Sh3g2 (2dbm),56 had
unbound crystal structures. For the other ﬁve SH3 domains,
including Amph, Boi1, Boi2, Lsb1 and Rvs167, no crystal
structure was available. The homology models for Amph,
Rvs167 and Boi1 were obtained from our previous study.20,57
The homology model of Boi2 was constructed based on 2cuc58
as the template (sequence similarity = 50.7%) by Build
homology models protocol in Discovery Studio, and that of
Lsb1 was constructed based on 1zx631 as the template
(sequence similarity = 70.8%). The modeled structures for
Boi2 and Lsb1 showed good quality evaluated by Proﬁle-3D
(data not shown here). For the 12 SH3 domains without the
complex structures, we used the 4 crystal complex structures as
the template and employed the protocol described above to
model their complex structures.
In total, we obtained 23 complexes for the class-I SH3
domains and 16 complexes for the class-II SH3 domains. These
complexes were used as the initial templates to construct the
complexes for all 25620 peptides in the data set. For each SH3,
the peptide in the template was mutated to the target peptide
using the scap program.47 Then each modeled complex was
minimized by the sander program in AMBER10.048 using the
AMBER03 force ﬁeld.49 Because of the large number of
peptides under consideration, the generalized Born (GB)
model (igb = 2)59 implemented in sander was used to consider
the solvent eﬀect. The maximum number of minimization steps
was set to 4000 and the convergence criterion for the rootmean-square (rms) of the Cartesian elements of the energy
gradient was 0.05 kcal/mol/Å. The ﬁrst 500 steps were
performed with the steepest descent algorithm and the rest of
the steps with the conjugate gradient algorithm.

6. Constructing the MIEC-SVM Models

The value of the response variable Y was 1 for a binder or −1
for a nonbinder. The MIEC matrix was then normalized and
trained by support vector machine (SVM)65,66 implemented in
the libsvm program.67 The entire data set was randomly
partitioned into three groups with equal sizes. Two groups were
used for training and the third group for validation. This
procedure was run for 500 times to evaluate the performance of
the SVM classiﬁers. For each SVM, TP (true positive), FP
(false positive), TN (true negative), and FN (false negative) of
the 500 test sets were counted. The prediction performance
was evaluated by calculating the average values of: sensitivity,
SE = TP/(TP + FN); speciﬁcity, SP = TN/(TN + FP);
prediction accuracy for binders, Q+ = TP/(TP + FP);
prediction accuracy for nonbinders, Q− = TN/(TN + FN);
and Matthews correlation coeﬃcient, C = (TP × TN − FN ×
FP)/(((TP + FN)(TP + FP)(TN + FN)(TN + FP))1/2).
Because the numbers of positives and negatives were quite
unbalanced, a higher weight (k+) was applied to the positive
class. k+ was initially set to 12, and then various k+ values were
tested to achieve the best performance (see discussions below).

5. Calculating the Molecular Interaction Energy
Components (MIECs)

For each complex, the minimized conformation was used to
calculate MIECs. First, we identiﬁed the important residues
located close to the binding peptide in any of the template
complexes. It is possible that residues important for one SH3
domain may not be important for another and/or insertion/
deletion may occur at this position in another SH3 domain. To
build a generic model for SH3-peptide interactions, we took a
union of the important interacting pairs identiﬁed from all SH3
domains (Figure 1). The distance cutoﬀ to identify residue
contacts was determined based on the prediction capability of
the ﬁnal model (6 and 5 Å were used for class-I and class-II
SH3 domains, respectively). SH3 residues in 28 and 23
positions were identiﬁed this way that may form signiﬁcant
interactions with the class-I and class-II peptides, respectively.
As an example, the spatial distribution of the important residues
for Boi1 is shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information.
Next, based on the multiple sequence alignment shown in
Figure 1, 75 important SH3-peptide interacting pairs were
determined in both class-I and class-II complexes. An example
of these interacting pairs for the Lsb3 SH3 domain is shown in
Table S3 in the Supporting Information. Note that Lsb3 has
gaps at three residues (represented as 0 in Table S3) interacting

7. Screening the Yeast Proteome to Identify Putative
Binders of SH3 Domains

We used the generic MIEC-SVM models to identify potential
binding peptides of these SH3 domains in the yeast proteome,
which would help construct the SH3-mediated protein−protein
interaction network. First, we deﬁned several relaxed sequence
motifs based on the available experimental data to scan the
yeast proteome. The motif search was eﬃcient and reduced the
searching space signiﬁcantly (the relaxed motifs are shown in
Table S4 in the Supporting Information). Second, for each SH3
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Table 1. Performance of Various MIEC-SVM Models for the SH3 Class-II Binding Peptidesa
model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

MIECsb

SEtrain (%)

SPtrain (%)

SEtest (%)

SPtest (%)

Q+ (%)

SH3-peptide MIECs
ΔEvdw, ΔEele
90.2
87.0
84.9
86.7
24.2
ΔEpolarc, ΔEnonpolarc
86.4
85.0
82.7
84.7
21.3
ΔEvdw, ΔEele, ΔGGB
90.2
87.3
85.5
86.9
24.6
ΔEvdw, ΔEele, ΔGGB, ΔGsa
90.5
87.7
86.2
87.3
25.3
SH3-peptide MIECs and peptide adjacent residue MIECs
ΔEvdw, ΔEele
90.7
90.2
85.0
89.9
29.7
ΔEpolar, ΔEnonpolar
90.3
90.3
85.1
90.0
29.9
ΔEvdw, ΔEele, ΔGGB
90.4
90.5
84.4
90.2
30.1
ΔEvdw, ΔEele, ΔGGB, ΔGsa
92.8
91.0
87.3
90.7
32.0
SH3-peptide MIECs, peptide adjacent residue MIECs and peptide residue internal energies
ΔEvdw, ΔEele
93.6
90.9
88.6
90.6
32.0
ΔEpolar, ΔEnonpolar
93.1
91.8
87.9
91.4
33.9
ΔEvdw, ΔEele, ΔGGB
95.2
91.6
90.2
91.2
34.0
ΔEvdw, ΔEele, ΔGGB, ΔGsa
95.6
92.4
90.1
92.1
36.3

Q+ (%)

C

99.1
99.0
99.2
99.2

0.409
0.370
0.415
0.425

99.2
99.2
99.1
99.3

0.465
0.467
0.467
0.494

99.4
99.3
99.5
99.5

0.499
0.514
0.523
0.542

a
RBF kernel was used in SVM. bΔEvdw, ΔEele, ΔGGB, ΔGSA are van der Waals, electrostatic, polar contribution to desolvation, and nonpolar
contribution to desolvation, respectively. cΔGpolar = ΔEele + ΔGGB, ΔGnonpolar = ΔEvdw + ΔGSA

Table 2. Performance of Various MIEC-SVM Models for the SH3 Class-I Binding Peptidesa
model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

MIECsb

SEtrain (%)

SPtrain (%)

SEtest (%)

SPtest (%)

Q+ (%)

SH3-peptide MIECs
ΔEvdw, ΔEele
78.2
89.5
71.7
89.1
30.3
ΔEpolarc, ΔEnonpolarc
72.2
89.5
66.6
89.2
28.9
ΔEvdw,ΔEele,ΔGGB
79.3
89.1
73.4
88.8
30.1
ΔEvdw,ΔEele,ΔGGB, ΔGSA
80.3
89.7
74.2
89.4
31.6
SH3-peptide MIECs and SH3 residue−residue MIECs
ΔEvdw, ΔEele
85.0
91.2
79.7
90.9
36.6
ΔEpolar, ΔEnonpolar
85.7
90.5
80.2
90.2
35.1
ΔEvdw, ΔEele, ΔGGB
90.8
91.2
86.3
90.9
38.3
ΔEvdw, ΔEele, ΔGGB, ΔGSA
92.1
91.7
87.9
91.3
40.1
SH3-peptide MIECs, SH3 residue−residue MIECs and peptide residue internal energies
ΔEvdw, ΔEele
90.5
93.6
85.7
93.3
45.7
ΔEpolar, ΔEnonpolar
89.8
93.7
84.7
93.3
45.6
ΔEvdw, ΔEele, ΔGGB
93.2
94.1
89.2
93.8
48.6
ΔEvdw, ΔEele, ΔGGB, ΔGSA
94.1
94.8
90.4
94.5
51.9

Q+ (%)

C

98.0
97.6
98.1
98.1

0.415
0.385
0.419
0.435

98.5
98.6
99.0
99.1

0.498
0.487
0.537
0.558

99.0
98.9
99.2
99.3

0.595
0.589
0.630
0.659

a
RBF kernel was used in SVM. bΔEvdw, ΔEele, ΔGGB, ΔGSA are van der Waals, electrostatic, polar contribution to desolvation, and nonpolar
contribution to desolvation, respectively. cΔGpolar = ΔEele + ΔGGB, ΔGnonpolar = ΔEvdw + ΔGSA.

SH3 domains recognizing class-II peptides. In the initial
training process, a large weight (k+ = 12) was given to the
binder class and small weight (k− = 1) to the nonbinder class.
First, the performance of the SVM models based on the
combinations of various MIECs was evaluated (models 1−4 in
Table 1). When using four individual energy terms, the MIECSVM model (model 4 in Table 1) performed best in the 500
runs of cross-validations (C = 0.425, SEtest = 86.3% and SPtest =
87.3%). It was unsurprising because diﬀerent energy terms
characterize diﬀerent aspects of the peptide-SH3 interactions.
In our previous work19,20 nonpolar contribution to desolvation
(ΔGsa) was not considered but it did contribute to improve the
prediction accuracy in this study. Inclusion of the adjacent
peptide residue MIECs further improved the performance of
SVM (models 5 to 8 in Table 1), which is consistent with our
previous observations,20 because these MIECs reﬂect the
conformational preferences of the binding peptides. Moreover,
the internal energy of each peptide residue was included to
characterize the conformational preference of that residue. For
example, larger residue should have larger GSA, and strong
hydrophilic residue should have signiﬁcant polar contribution

complex template, the binding peptide was mutated to the
peptides found by the motif search using the scap program.47
Each modeled complex was minimized by the sander program
in AMBER10 using the AMBER03 force ﬁeld.49 The
minimization procedure was same as training the SVM models.
Third, MIECs were calculated by MM/GBSA free energy
decomposition for each peptide, same as described above.
Fourth, the MIEC vector for each peptide was normalized using
the scaling parameters determined from the scaling process in
training the SVM models. Finally, based on the normalized
MIEC vector each peptide was classiﬁed by the MIEC-SVM
models as binder or nonbinder. If any 10-residues-long peptide
segment in a yeast protein was a predicted binder of a given
SH3 domain, this protein was assumed to potentially interact
with this SH3 domain.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

1. Uniﬁed MIEC-SVM Model for the Class-II SH3 Binding
Peptides

To have a comprehensive understanding of the SH3 binding
speciﬁcity, we also built a uniﬁed MIEC-SVM model for the
2986
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Figure 2. Determination of the SH3 recognition codes and the predictions of the SH3-mediated protein−protein interaction network using the
MIEC-SVM models. (a) Peptide binders for two classes of SH3 were collected from literature; some peptide nonbinders were collected from
literature and the others were randomly selected from the Swissprot sequence database with the predeﬁned motifs. (b) Procedure to construct the
MIEC-SVM models: (1). Model the SH3-peptide complexes using Virtual Mutagenesis (VM) and GB-based molecular mechanics minimization; (2)
Identify the important SH3 residues that form eﬀective interactions with the peptides based on the complex structures and the multiple sequence
alignment (the residue of peptide is shown as the green CPK model and the SH3 residues which can form eﬀective interactions with the peptide
residue are shown as the red CPK models); (3) Calculate the SH3-peptide MIECs, the peptide adjacent residue−residue MIECs and the peptide
residue energies using the MM/GBSA free energy decomposition analysis; the calculation results are saved as a MIEC matrix; In the MIEC matrix,
column y is the binding class for each peptide, 1 for binder and −1 for nonbinder; columns x1 to xi are the MIECs for the SH3-peptide interaction
pairs; columns xi+1 to xi+9 are the MIECs for the nine pairs between the adjacent peptide residues; columns xi+10 to xi+19 are the energies for the ten
residues in a peptide; it should be noted in this ﬁgure only one energy term is used; (4) Normalize the MIEC matrix, train and validate the universal
MIEC-SVM models. (c) Determination of the SH3 recognition codes by analysis of the MIEC-SVM models; as an example, the important residues
of the Lsb3 SH3 for recognizing the class-I peptide binding, the important residues of the Lsb3 SH3 for recognizing the class-II peptide binding, and
the diﬀerent residues of the Lsb3 SH3 for these two diﬀerent classes of peptides are shown in three ﬁgures from left to right. (d). Construction of the
SH3-mediated protein−protein interaction network in the yeast proteome by the two universal MIEC-SVM models.

k+ in the range from 2 to 14 (Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information), which showed that k+ = 3 or 4 was an optimal
choice to achieve balanced sensitivity, speciﬁcity, MCC and
prediction accuracy for the test set.

to desolvation. As shown in Table 1 (models 9 to 12), addition
of the peptide residue internal energies improved the
performance of the MIEC-SVM model considerably. In
summary, the best MIEC-SVM model performed quite well
as evaluated by the 500 runs of cross-validations (C = 0.542,
SEtest = 90.1% and SPtest = 92.0%).
Because binders and nonbinders of a SH3 domain in the
proteome are quite unbalanced (the ratio of binders to
nonbinders is about 1:20),10 it is crucial to choose the weights
of positives and negatives in SVM. We set k− to 1 and
systematically evaluated the performance of MIEC-SVM using

2. Uniﬁed MIEC-SVM Prediction Model for the Class-I SH3
Binding Peptides

In our previous work, we already developed a uniﬁed MIECSVM prediction model based on 18 class-I SH3 domains.20 Our
previous work showed that binders and nonbinders exhibit
diﬀerent peptide-SH3 residue−residue interaction patterns and
such patterns can be captured by MIECs.20 Based on the MIEC
2987
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Figure 3. Contributions of the domain-peptide residues to SH3 binding speciﬁcity. (a) Changes of the Matthews correlation coeﬃcients (C) in the
leave-one-position-out cross-validation for the class-I peptides. (b) Changes of the Matthews correlation coeﬃcient in the leave-one-position-out
cross-validation for the 28 important class-I SH3 domain positions. (c) Spatial locations of the seven SH3 domain positions that have a change of C
larger than 0.004 in Boi1. The SH3 domain is shown in strand. The peptide and the domain residues at the important positions are shown in stick.
The three residues with a change of C larger than 0.01 are colored in red and the other four important residues in blue. (d) Changes of the Matthews
correlation coeﬃcients (C) in the leave-one-position-out cross-validation for the class-II peptides. (e) Changes of the Matthews correlation
coeﬃcient in the leave-one-position-out cross-validation for the 24 important class-II SH3 domain positions. (f) Spatial locations of the seven SH3
domain positions that have a change of C larger than 0.004 in Amph. The SH3 domain is shown in strand. The peptide and the domain residues at
the important positions are shown in stick. The two residues with a change of C larger than 0.01 are colored in red and the other six important
residues in blue.

matrix, support vector machine (SVM) can be used to train a
uniﬁed model to distinguish binders and nonbinders. Here we
reﬁned the previous model based on 23 class-I SH3 domains
including six additional SH3 domains, Bzz1_1, Bzz1_2, Hck,
Hse1, Pex13 and Sho1, and removed Yha2 whose binding data
was unreliable. All the new but Hck SH3 domains are from
yeast. We included as many yeast SH3 domains as we could
because we aimed to predict the SH3-mediated protein−

protein interaction network in the yeast proteome. We used
radial basis function (RBF) kernel in SVM because it
performed better than the other three kernels (linear,
polynomial and sigmoid) in our previous work.20
The performance of the MIEC-SVM models for the class-I
SH3 binding peptides based on diﬀerent combinations of
various MIECs is shown in Table 2. The inﬂuence of diﬀerent
k+ values on predictions was investigated systematically (Figure
2988
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S3 in the Supporting Information) and k+ = 4 was found to be a
balanced choice for achieving satisfactory sensitivity, speciﬁcity,
prediction accuracy and correlation. When all MIEC terms
(four types of domain-peptide MIECs, adjacent peptide residue
MIECs and peptide residue internal energies) were included,
the SVM model (model 12 in Table 2) achieved the best
prediction accuracies as shown by the 500 runs of crossvalidations (C = 0.659, SEtest = 90.4% and SPtest = 94.5%),
which was signiﬁcantly superior to our previous model based
on 18 SH3 domains (C = 0.532, SEtest = 84.2% and SPtest =
93.0%). The improvement can be explained by the following
reasons: First, additional MIEC terms including the nonpolar
contribution to desolvation upon peptide binding and peptide
residue internal energies that were not explicitly considered in
our previous work were included. Second, some low-quality
experimental data were excluded in the present study, for
example, the binding peptides are less than nine-residue-long.
Performances of the best uniﬁed MIEC-SVM models for the
class-I and class-II binding peptides were evaluated further by
the area under the ROC curves (Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information). The best MIEC-SVM model for the class-I and
class-II SH3 domains achieved 0.967 and 0.959 of averaged
accuracy from 500 runs of cross-validations.

positions had diﬀerent dimensions. To compare the performance of the MIEC-SVM with diﬀerent dimensions, we had to
use a very large k+ value to get stable predictions (k+ = 500 was
used here). As seen in Figure 3a, all but P−6 peptide positions
have positive contributions to the binding speciﬁcity. The
change of MCC of position P−6 is close to zero, suggesting its
negligible contribution to SH3-peptide binding speciﬁcity. P−6
is located at the N-terminal of the peptide, and the residue at
this position is conformationally dynamic in the MD
simulations (the RMSF (root-mean-square-ﬂuctuation) values
for the 10 residues in the boi1 complex are shown as an
example in Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). Among
the nine positions with positive contributions, P−3 is the most
important, which is consistent with the experimental
observation that P−3 is the key position to determine the
binding speciﬁcity of SH3.2 Position P−1 is the second
important position. Structural analysis showed that the side
chain of P−1 orients toward the binding surface of SH3 and
forms close contacts with several important residues in SH3. P0
is the third important position and only proline was found at
this position for all peptides in this study. The understanding of
the relatively large change of C of P0 is not straightforward
because the residue at P0 is conserved and then its contribution
should be constant. However, our simulations show that the
mutations at other positions still can inﬂuence the interactions
between SH3 and the residue at P0. Compared with P0, the
other Pro in the PXXP motif at P3 position seems less
important indicated by a smaller change of C. Pro at P3 is also
conserved in all peptides; however, the interactions between
this Pro and SH3 may not be aﬀected signiﬁcantly by the
mutations of other residues because Pro at P3 is a C-terminal
residue. In all positions, P2 is the fourth important. The residue
at P2 is not completely buried upon binding to SH3, but it still
forms eﬀective interactions with several important residues of
SH3.
Then we conducted leave-one-position-out cross-validations
for the 28 positions in SH3 used to calculate the MIEC matrix.
As shown in Figure 3b, the contributions of these SH3
positions are quite diﬀerent. In all these positions, P20, P26 and
P27 are more important than the others. The corresponding
residues at these three positions in Boi1 are shown in Figure 3c,
and they are Trp38, Val55 and Phe56. Among these three
residues, Trp38 and Phe56 are almost conserved across all SH3
domains, and can form extensive hydrophobic and van der
Waals interactions with several key residue in peptide, including
Pro at P3, Pro at P0, residues at P−3 and P−1. Val55 is not well
conserved across all SH3 domains; however, this residue can
form eﬀective interactions with residues at P−1 and P2, and
possibly contribute a lot to the speciﬁcity of SH3. As shown in
Figure 3b, four positions (P7, P19, P23 and P24) are less
important than P20, P26 and P27, while more important than
the others. The corresponding residues in Boi1 are Met13,
Gly37, Leu51 and Pro53. Structural analysis shown in Figure 3c
indicates that these four residues are quite important for the
peptide binding. Met13 forms strong interactions with the
residue at P−3, obviously important for the speciﬁcity of SH3;
Leu51 usually forms strong van der Wals interactions with the
residue at P−5, which can partially determine the speciﬁcity of
SH3; Pro53 forms eﬀective van der Waals interactions with Pro
at P0, which is essential for the peptide binding; Gly37 in Boi1
cannot form strong interactions with peptide, but in many SH3,
the residue (Asp, His, Glu, et al) at this position usually can

3. Generalization Capability of the MIEC-SVM Models

To assess the generalization capability of the prediction models,
we used a leave-one-domain-out (LODO) cross-validation: the
data for one SH3 domain were completely left out, and a
MIEC-SVM model was trained using the remaining data of the
other domains and tested on the left-out domain. This test
provided a stringent assessment because the interaction data of
the left-out domain was not used in the training.
First, the generalization capability of the MIEC models for
the class-I and class-II binding peptides was assessed separately.
A series of k+ were used in the models and the average
sensitivity (SE), speciﬁcity (SP), prediction accuracy (Q+) of
the binder class and Matthews correlation coeﬃcient (C) for
the left-out SH3 were calculated. The change of the average
sensitivity (SE), speciﬁcity (SP), prediction accuracy (Q+) and
correlation coeﬃcient versus k+ is shown in Figure S5 in the
Supporting Information. When k+ was 2, the SVM model had
the best prediction accuracy for the binders of the left-out
domains but the average sensitivity was not satisfactory. It is
clear that when k+ = 3 or 4, the MIEC-SVM model reached an
optimal generalization capability while maintaining a good
coverage of the binders (the LODO test at k+ = 4 is shown in
Tables S5 and S6, Supporting Information).
The two universal MIEC-SVM models for the class-I and
class-II binding peptides showed satisfactory generalization
capabilities (40−50% prediction accuracy for the binding
peptides), which is crucial for expanding our predictions to
SH3 domains not included in the training data.
4. Structural Insights into the SH3-Peptide Interactions for
the Class-I Binding Peptides

To evaluate the contribution of each position to the
performance of the SVM model, we exploited a leave-oneposition-out cross-validation: ﬁrst, the MIECs of a peptide
position were removed; then, 3-fold cross validations were
conducted 500 times to evaluate performance of the trained
SVM models; the importance of the peptide position was
assessed by the change of the Matthews correlation coeﬃcient
C of the model on the test sets (Figure 3a). Note that the
MIEC matrices after removing the MIEC terms for diﬀerent
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side chain of Arg at P−3 of the peptide, which are essential to
determine the binding speciﬁcity of SH3. In all the predeﬁned
23 positions in protein, ﬁve of them show negative
contributions to the predictions, including P7, P10, P15, P16
and P17. As shown in Figure S7b in the Supporting
Information, the corresponding residues in Amph SH3 are
relatively far from the binding interface.

form eﬀective electrostatic interactions with the residue at P−1
and partially determine the binding speciﬁcity of SH3.
As shown in Figure 3a, in these 28 SH3 positions, 11
positions nearly do not inﬂuence the prediction of the SVM
model, and seven of them even show a little negative
contribution to the model. These seven unimportant positions
include P1, P12, P15, P16, P21, P22 and P25, and the
corresponding residues at these positions in Boi1 are Val6,
Asp30, Glu33, gap, Tyr39, Tyr40 and Ala54 (Figure S7a in the
Supporting Information). As shown in Figure S7a, these six
residues do not form close contacts with the peptide in the
Boi1 complex. Although they can be identiﬁed as the important
residues using the predeﬁned cutoﬀ in few complexes, they are
far from the binding interface in most cases and do not
contribute to peptide binding eﬀectively.

6. Do Class-I and Class-II Binding Peptides Have the Same
Recognition Code?

By comparing the important positions shown in Figure 3b and
e, we can identify the diﬀerence of the interaction patterns
between the class-I and class-II binding peptides. Here, the
structure of Lsb3 was used as an example because it can
recognize two types of binding peptides. Guided by Figure 3a
and d, for Lsb3 the important residues for recognizing the classI binding peptides are Glu16, Asp39, Trp40, Ile51, Pro53,
Asn55 and Tyr56 (the left ﬁgure of Figure 2c), and those for
recognizing the class-II binding peptides are Tyr10, Ser11,
Glu16, Gly18, Trp40, Pro53, Asn55 and Tyr56 (the middle
ﬁgure of Figure 2c). It is easy to observe that the important
residues for these two types of binding peptides are not
completely identical, and ﬁve residues, including Tyr10, Ser11,
Gly18, Asp39 and Ile51, are diﬀerent (the right ﬁgure of Figure
2c). So it is obvious that the SH3 recognition codes for these
two types of binding peptides are not quite identical even they
almost occupy the same binding pocket.

5. Structural Insights into the SH3-Peptide Interactions for
the Class-II Binding Peptides

The leave-one-position-out cross-validations for the ten
positions in class-II binding peptides are shown in Figure 3d.
As shown in Figure 3d, for one position, P−6, the change of the
Matthews correlation coeﬃcient C is close to zero. Therefore,
the contribution of this position is ignorable. The position P−6
is located at the C-terminal of the peptide. Similar to the
residue at position P−6 in the N-terminal of the class-I binding
peptide, the residue at P−6 is very dynamic and not important
to the peptide binding.57 For the other nine positions, two
positions, P3 and P−3, are more important than the others.
Position P3 is at the N-terminal. The structural analysis shows
that the residue at P3 occupies most space taken by Pro at P3 in
class-I binding peptides. The residue at P3 usually forms strong
interactions with SH3, such as His6, Asp7 and Glu9 in Amph
SH3, and is very important for the binding speciﬁcity of SH3.
The position P−3, which usually represents R/K in the PXXPX+
motif (where + refers to a positively charged residue), is wellknown as a crucial position to determine the binding speciﬁcity
of SH3. As shown in Figure 3d, position P3 is nearly as
important as position P−3. This ﬁnding is very interesting,
because according to the traditional knowledge, position P−3 is
much more important than P3 for the speciﬁcity of SH3.
However, P3 is a crucial position judged by our predictions.
The leave-one-position-out cross-validations for the important positions in SH3 which recognizes the class-II binding
peptides were conducted and shown in Figure 3e. As shown in
Figure 3e, two positions, P20 and P23, are more important than
the others. As an example, the residues at positions P20
(Pro62) and P23 (Phe65) in Amph are shown in Figure 3f.
Pro62 at P20 forms strong van der Waals interactions with the
conserved Pro at P−1 and the side chain of the residue at P0;
Phe65 at P23 forms strong van der Waals interactions with the
conserved Pro at P2 and the side chain of the residue at P0. The
other important positions with the change of C between 0.004
and 0.01 include P1, P2, P6, P8, P14 and P22, and the
corresponding residues at these six positions in Amph are His6,
Asp7, Asn12, Asp14, Trp39 and Asn64, respectively. In the
residues at these six positions, His6 and Asp7 at positions P1
and P2 form close contacts with the residue at P3 of the
peptide, and should be quite important to the binding
speciﬁcity of SH3; Asn64 at P22 forms eﬀective interactions
with the two conserved Pro residues at P2 and P0 of the
peptide; Trp39 at P14 forms strong van der Waals interactions
with Pro at P0 and the residue at P−3 of the peptide; Asn12 and
Asp14 at positions P6 and P8 have strong interactions with the

7. SH3-Mediated Protein−Protein Interaction Network in
the Yeast Proteome

In our data set, 13 yeast SH3 domains can recognize the class-I
binding peptides and 8 yeast SH3 domains can recognize the
class-II binding peptides. In the yeast proteome, 29 SH3
domains can be found; however, for eight SH3 domains,
including Bem1_2, Cdc25, Sla1_1, Sla1_2, Bud14, Sdc25,
Cyk3 and Hof1, no binding data are available according to
Tong’s data.25 Moreover, according to Tong’s data,25 the
binding peptides for Bem1_1, Fus1 and Abp1 do not have
usual PXXP binding motifs. Therefore, in our calculations, only
18 SH3 domains in yeast were ﬁnally included.
Since we already got two universal MIEC-SVM models for
SH3, it is straightforward to use these two models to screen the
yeast proteome, ﬁnd the possible binding peptide segments of
these SH3 domains, and ﬁnally construct the SH3-mediated
protein−protein interaction network in yeast. First, we
screened the yeast proteome using relaxed consensus motifs,
such as (R/K)XXPXXP and PXXPXX(R/K), to select all yeast
peptides with these motifs; then, these peptides were submitted
to a VM and MM optimization; then MM/GBSA free energy
decomposition was used to generate the MIEC vector for each
peptide; ﬁnally the MIEC vector for each peptide was
normalized and used as the input for the MIEC-SVM model,
and the potential binding peptides could be identiﬁed. The
number of potential binders and nonbinders predicted by the
SVM models is shown in Table S7 and S8 in the Supporting
Information. Generally, when the weight parameter, k+, was set
to 3, 4.85% of peptides which have the binding motifs of the
class-I binding peptides and 4.44% of peptides which have the
binding motifs of the class-II binding peptides were predicted as
true binders. When k+ is equal to 4, more peptides were
predicted as true binders; however, the rate of false positives
should increase obviously at the mean time.
Then based on the predictions of the MIEC-SVM models,
we constructed the SH3-mediated protein−protein interaction
2990
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Figure 4. (a) SH3-mediated protein−protein interaction network mediated by the MIEC-SVM models; the biological process annotation associated
with the SH3 domain ligands were deﬁned by Gene Ontology (GO). (b) Subnetwork with the nodes that can form interactions with at least seven
SH3 domains; the studied SH3 domains are shown as big dots. The ﬁgures were generated using the Osprey network visualization program (ver
1.2.0).71

the gDNA screening).13 It is reasonable because the existence
of a binding segment in one protein of a SH3 domain cannot
guarantee the recognition between this protein and the
corresponding SH3.
As one approach to assessing the biological relevance of the
protein−protein interaction network identiﬁed by the MIECSVM models, we examined the biological process annotation
associated with the SH3 ligands deﬁned by Gene Ontology
(GO).68 It can be found that the most abundant biological
processes are cell organization and biogenesis (64/249 =
25.7%). Actually these abundant biological processes are known

network based on the following assumption: if one ten-residuelong peptide segment in one protein is binder of a given SH3,
then this protein was assumed to interact with this SH3
domain. The SH3-medidated protein−protein interaction
network is shown in Figure 4a. In total, the network has 249
nodes (proteins) and 745 edges (interactions), with an average
of 43.8 interactions per SH3 domain and an average of 2.99
interactions per node. The number of interactions per SH3
domain is larger than that reported by the ORFeome or gDNA
screening reported by Tonikian (11 interactions per SH3 in the
ORFeome screening and 22.6 interactions per SH3 domain in
2991
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More encouraging, among these 167 true interactions
predicted by the MIEC-SVM model, only 68 interactions
were mediated by the binding peptides used in our data set for
training the MIEC-SVM model. That is to say, the other 99
true binding peptides which were not used in our data set could
be identiﬁed as the true binders by the SVM models. Therefore,
even the model was constructed based on the limited data, it
still has good prediction capability to ﬁnd new possible binders.
As a more stringent test, we removed all 10-residue-long
peptides found in the WISE data from the data set for training
the MIEC-SVM models, and then retrained the MIEC-SVM
models and made predictions for all peptides selected from the
yeast proteome. The predictions for the WISE data based on
the new models were shown in Tables S11 and S12 in the
Supporting Information. According to our predictions, when k+
= 3, 24.2% of the true binders determined by WISE could be
identiﬁed as the true binders and 95.9% of the true nonbinders
determined by WISE could be correctly predicted. Moreover,
the prediction accuracy for the binder class is about 40%. Our
predictions for the WISE data are really encouraging because
the MIEC-SVM can successfully identify 24.2% of new SH3peptide interactions which were not included in the data set.
Therefore, we believe that our models can be used to screen
proteome of any species and found new binding partners of the
SH3 domain family.
b. Predictions of the MIEC-SVM Model for the GoldStandard Set. To evaluate the prediction capability of the
MIEC-SVM model further, we checked the performance of the
MIEC-SVM model for a gold-standard set. The gold-standard
set manually compiled by Tonikian et al. includes a total of 41
nonredundant interactions known to be mediated by some SH3
domains.13 Each interaction in the gold-standard set was
supported by multiple experiments reported in one or more
focused studies. Among these 41 interactions, 35 are mediated
by the SH3 domains used in our data set. The predictions of
the MIEC-SVM model for these 35 interactions are shown in
Table S13 in the Supporting Information. Among these 35
interactions, the binding partners of the SH3 domains for 22
interactions do have the 10-residue-long peptides segments
which are the true binders of SH3 predicted by the MIEC-SVM
model. Therefore, according to our predictions, most proteins
known to be the binding partners of SH3 (62.9% = 22/35)
could be successfully identiﬁed by the MIEC-SVM models.

to be associated with the yeast SH3 domain biology. Then, we
extracted the subnetwork with the nodes which can form
interactions with at least seven SH3 domains (Figure 4b). In
total, 25 proteins can recognize at least seven SH3 domains. We
believe that those proteins shown in Figure 4b may have more
probability to be the ligands of the SH3 domains. In these 25
proteins, Las17 is known as the ligand for many yeast SH3
domains.25 Moreover, in these 25 proteins, two of them, Scd5
and Bsp1, are important for normal cortical actin organization
and endocytosis and may interact with the yeast SH3
domains.13 Certainly, the protein−protein interaction network
predicted by us may contain a lot of false positives and false
negatives and should be validated by experiments. However, we
believe that our predictions give a good starting point for
experiments.
8. Validating the Prediction Accuracies of the MIEC-SVM
Models

a. Comparison with the Experimental Data from
WISE. The MIEC-SVM models were developed based on noisy
and limited data, and therefore it is necessary to evaluate the
prediction performance of the MIEC-SVM mode by experiments. Recently, Tonikian et al. used the WISE approach to
identify possible binding peptides of 26 SH3 domains.13 In
total, 295 possible peptides showed a positive signal with at
least one SH3 domain. The experimental results given by WISE
can be used as a validation set for the MIEC-SVM models.
However, in Tonikian’s work, all peptides are 16-residue-long
and have the X6-PXXP-X6 consensus motif; in this study, all
peptides in the data set are only 10-residue-long. Moreover, we
found that many peptides identiﬁed by WISE have multiple 10residue peptides which have a (R/K)XXPXXP or PXXPXX(R/
K) motif. Here, in order to compare our predictions with the
WISE’s data directly, we made the following assumption: if one
ten-residue-long segment in a given 16-residue-long peptide
used by WISE was predicted as a binding peptide of one SH3
domain, this 16-residue-long peptide was then assumed to be a
true binder of this SH3 domain. Moreover, it should be noted
that the WISE approach is semiquantitative, and we need to
deﬁne an arbitrary cutoﬀ for the intensity of the WISE signal to
distinguish binder or nonbinder. Here, when a cutoﬀ of 200 was
used 644 domain-peptide interactions could be identiﬁed.
Among 644 domain-peptide interactions, 505 were mediated by
the SH3 domains used in our data set. The comparison
between our predictions and the experimental data by WISE
was shown in Tables S9 and S10 in the Supporting
Information. As shown in Table S9, when k+ was set to 3,
33.1% (167/505) of the true interactions and 94.7% (4273/
4510) of the true noninteractions could be correctly predicted
by the MIEC-SVM models. The good performance of the SVM
model was further validated by the good prediction accuracy
(41.3%) for the true binders. Considering the unbalanced
nature (binders/nonbinders = 8.93%) of the data given by
WISE, our predictions are really exciting. If we used the same
binder to nonbinder ratio of 0.0893, our prediction accuracy for
the binders can increase to 167/(167+(0.0893 × 20) × 237) =
55.7%. When k+ was set to 4 (Table S10 in the Supporting
Information), more true interactions could be correctly
predicted (189/505 = 37.4%); however, more true noninteractions (364) were predicted as true interactions, and then
the prediction accuracy of the true interactions decreased
(34.2%).

■

CONCLUSION
In this study, we applied molecular interaction energy
components (MIECs) derived from free energy decomposition
analysis to describe the SH3-peptide binding interface
quantitatively. On the basis of the MIEC matrix and machine
learning technique, we have developed two generic theoretical
models to interpret the binding speciﬁcity of the SH3 domain
family, which can recognize two classes of peptides. Both of
these two generic models show very satisfactory prediction
accuracies.
It is well-known that a lot of theoretical prediction models
have been reported to investigate the binding speciﬁcity of
modular domains. However, most of them do not or only
slightly rely on domain-peptide complex structures, and they
built prediction models based on the domain-peptide residue−
residue contacts. Obviously, domain-peptide interaction pattern
cannot be well characterized by the physiochemical properties
of contact pairs. Furthermore, the contact matrix used for
training the model is sparse while the MIEC matrix is a fully
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ﬁlled matrix because the interactions between residue pairs are
represented by energy terms, regardless of amino acid type. For
training classiﬁers, this MIEC matrix is more informative and
less prone to noise or error than the contact matrix.
In this study, the contribution of each peptide or domain
position to the prediction accuracy of the MIEC-SVM models
was analyzed, and then the contributions were mapped to the
complex structures and the recognition codes for these two
classes of SH3-binding peptides were determined. An
interesting ﬁnding is that the class-I and class-II binding
peptides have diﬀerent recognition codes even they occupy the
same binding site of SH3. For example, we mentioned that for
Lsb3, the important residues for these two types of binding
peptides are not completely identical, and ﬁve residues,
including Tyr10, Ser11, Gly18, Asp39 and Ile51, are diﬀerent.
In these ﬁve residues, only Tyr10 interacts with one Pro residue
in PXXP core of the peptide, and the other four residues
interact with these residues outside the PXXP core. Actually
Tyr10 can form eﬀective interactions with the residue at P3
position of the class-II binding peptides. Therefore, it is obvious
that although the peptide-domain interactions are very similar
in both peptide orientations and the interactions between SH3
and those residues outside the proline-rich core of the peptide
determine the orientation of the binding peptide.
On the basis of the two generic MIEC-SVM models, we
virtually screened the yeast proteome and predicted the
potential binding partners of the studied SH3 domains. We
compared our predictions with the recent experimental results
given by WISE. If all 10-residue-long peptides found in the
WISE data were removed from the data set for training the
MIEC-SVM models, the prediction accuracies for the binder
and nonbinder classes are 39.6 and 91.9%, respectively. So it is
obvious that the MIEC-SVM models are really eﬃcient to ﬁnd
new binding partners in the yeast proteome. But one thing we
need to mention is that only 24.2% of true binders were
identiﬁed in both of the MIEC-SVM screening and the WISE
screening. Three major reasons could be used to explain the
diﬀerence between our predictions and WISE. First, the
peptides used in the WISE screening are 16-residue-long and
those used in our predictions are only 10-residue-long. Second,
35.3% (104/295) of the peptides used in WISE do not have the
PXXP binding motifs used in the data set for training the
MIEC-SVM models, and therefore all these peptides which do
not have the PXXP binding motifs were predicted as
nonbinders by the MIEC-SVM models. Third, the data for
training the MIEC-SVM models are not reliable enough. For
example, for Sho1 and Hse1, only ﬁve and eight true binders
with nine residues could be found, and for each binder ﬁve
peptides were randomly generated by attaching amino acids at
the N terminal. Certainly the randomly generated binders from
nine-residue-long peptides are not reliable enough. As shown in
Table S11 in the Supporting Information, the predictions of the
WISE data for the Sho1 and Hse1 SH3 domains are poor.
Although only 24.2% true binders from WISE were successfully
identiﬁed, it is undoubted that our predictions are still very
promising because no experimental or theoretical method can
identify all domain-peptide or protein−protein interactions
with high accuracies considering that the domain-peptide or
protein−protein interactions are usually weak and transit. We
believe that the diﬀerent methods may have complementary
features, and our predictions are the reliable supplement to
experiments.
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